personality' in the lslamdom of the post-Mongol era. 1 The eventual emergence of a coffee-, tea-, or chocolate-consuming public with dedicated social institutions cannot be considered independently of that. The origins and early proliferation of these institutions can be located between Cairo and Istanbul from the early to the mid-sixteenth century, and their unfolding story thereafter, as one of the most significant sites where new modes of sociability and engagement with public culture were shaped, can be traced as a global phenomenon. By the end of the sixteenth century, they were ubiquitous in the cities of the Ottoman realm, and familiar in Iran where they would multiply within the next few decades. By the end of the seventeenth century, European cities were following suit.
The emergence and spread of coffeehouses in Istanbul (as well as Cairo, Aleppo, and other relevant cities) coincided with various other dynamics and processes of the early modern era, three of which are most important to underline for the purposes of the essay:
( 1) New levels and forms of urbanization accompanying the rise of a bourgeoisie, or a Burgertum;
(2) Increasing use of the night-time for socializing, entertainment, and labour, as part of emerging new regimes of temporality that redefined the spheres of work and leisure;
(3) The rise of new forms of entertainment or performative arts, primarily of Karagoz shadow theatre and Meddah story-telling performances.
In other words, the story of coffeehouses is intertwined, to a great extent, with such related phenomena as changing night-time practices, including the emergence of certain new forms of art and public entertainment. All this is deeply related to -and, in fact, cannot be understood without taking into account -the emergence of a new kind of urban society, certain layers of which appear frequently in the sources of the sixteenth century and later as distinct political and social actors under the collective designation of fehirliler (literally, Burger or bourgeois), with subcategories like 1ehir oglam (literally, 'city boy'). 2 I Hodgson,Ihe Venture of Islam, II, 568-69. 2 One of the challenges lying ahead for a project exploring the 'new' in early modern Ottoman cities is to come to terms (no mean task) with the continuities and discontinuities from the late medieval Middle Eastern and Byzantine urban centres. I am in sympathy, for instance, with Thomas Bauer's use of the term Biirgertum for Mamluk Cairenes and his analysis of their literature in that light, as exemplified in his paper, 'The Aesthetics of Mamluk When we speak of an emergence of a bourgeoisie (in the generic sense), we refer to a phenomenon closely connected to the rising volume and new patterns of trade across the globe, new approaches to production of commodities and organization of labour, with increasing interconnectivity among different regions, flows of (both new and old) commodities and of people, and a phenomenal rise in the levels and diversity of consumption. Cities were to play new roles in this world, as their populations tended to rise primarily through migration from the countryside. The emergence of the new city folk was, of course, a deeply stratified affair, with its cleavages, tensions, and layers of underclasses (lumpenesnaft), 3 or 'riff-raff'-an English usage which also reflects well the discourse and the biases of the more prosperous, or established, urbanites in Ottoman society. A myriad of terms, some of them no more than a shortlived trend, were coined to capture different aspects, variants, and categories of this rapidly changing social layer. The best example would perhaps be the eighteenth-century term pzrpzrt, which gives a good sense of the restlessness of those milieus. 4 In thinking of this complex social formation, one should also take into consideration the extraordinary political dynamism-a creative as well as destructive energy of the time -as expressed and embodied in a plethora of subversive acts, including rebellions, the so-called 'Janissary revolts' and other Literature: presented in the symposium (8-10 December 2010) on 'Inhitat-Its Influence and Persistence in the Writing of Arab Cultural History', organized by the University of Munster, the American University of Beirut, and the Orient lnstitut in Beirut, where it was held. The papers of this symposium, including this author's 'Ottoman Debate on Ottoman Decline in the Long Seventeenth Century', are forthcoming. Future studies must look closely and diachronically at comparable cultural practices like the shadow puppet theater in Cairo and in Istanbul, the literature of 'city-thrillers' in Tabriz (shahr-tishub) and in the western Ottoman cities (;ehrengiz), and guild organization in Byzantine Constantinople and in the Ottoman capital, and many other features of urban life. kinds of turbulence, which found coffeehouses most congenial for mobilizing public opinion and political action. 5 .. .. ..
To turn to the early history of coffee and coffeehouses, more specifically, there must have been many instances when coffee was consumed as a plant found in the natural environment of Ethiopia and Yemen, but the earliest users who regularized its consumption as a social beverage, to the best of our knowledge, were Sufis in Yemen at the turn of the fifteenth century. Evidently, they discovered that coffee gave them a certain nimbleness of the mind, which they were keen on cultivating during their night-time vigils and symposia. Thus started the long history of the appreciation of coffee as a companion to mental exercise and conviviality, particularly when one wished to stretch or manipulate the biological and social clock. Sufis, in other words, well-known for their colonizing roles in terms of settlement and construction in physical space, also played a pioneering role in colonizing the night and redesigning the architecture of the nocturnal and the diurnal.
Nearly three centuries later, countless regions and peoples between Yemen and Britain had come to recognize coffee as a household item, as a favourite stimulant to start and punctuate the day and night with, as a popular beverage that regularly lubricated myriad social occasions, and as the excuse for a widespread social institution -the coffeehouse-dedicated toleisure, chatter, and the politically charged formation and circulation of public culture. The basic contours of coffee's northward expansion are clear: beyond Yemen, coffee made its way slowly northwards to Hijaz, where it was being consumed in the pilgrimage cities of Mecca and Medina in the mid-fifteenth century.
In the early 1 SOOs, there were already coffee shops established in Cairo and Damascus. By the middle of that century, it was Istanbul's turn. The spatial evolution of the relevant establishments from coffee stall to coffee shop to coffeehouse needs to be investigated, but it is only in the latter part of the century that we begin to have detailed information about coffeehouses: verbal accounts in Arabic and Turkish, observations of European travellers, and visual renderings.6 Here our interest is more on the story of the lands of Rum (literally, lands 5 Kafadar, 'Jan iss aries and Other Riffraff of Ottoman istanbul'. 6 Hattox's typology of stall, shop, and house represents a useful starting point for such an investigation; see Hattox, Coffie and Coffeehouses, . For a highly informative account of the early story of coffeeshops, particularly in Egypt, and of the controversies surrounding of Rome, or of the eastern Roman empire, but in Ottoman usage the term implied the human geography of Anatolia and the Balkans) where coffeehouses appear in our sources in their classical form and, within half a century, spread outward in a huge swath of Ottoman territory and beyond, from the Danube to the Zayandeh River?
The people of the lands of Rum seem to have remained uninformed about or impervious to the seductive properties of coffee for some time. The exhaustive work of pharmacognosy by Amirdovlat Amasiatsi (c. 1420-96) makes mention of a stunning array of herbs, plants, animals, and substances ingested in the world he knew, including some that must have been exceedingly rare, such as fox's lungs or rennet extracted from a calf's stomach. He names and describes plants and minerals from as far afield as China and Soqotra. Yet this Armenian physician of Amasya, who also served in the Ottoman court in Istanbul at the time ofMehmed II and lived in the Balkans for some time, does not refer to tea or coffee in his book completed by 1478. Even if he had heard about them, they did not yet mean anything in his world. 8 The earliest mention, found thus far, of coffee in Istanbul -not of coffeehouses but of coffee -occurs in the endowment deed of Barbaros Hayreddin Pasha ( 1473-1 546). When the grand admiral endowed his home as one of the properties committed to the family waqfthat he registered in 1539, the property included a kahve odasz, a coffee chamber. IfBarbaros is indeed the pioneer them, see (>zen, 'Saglik Konulannda Dini Hiikmiin Belirlenmesinde'. A thorough survey of European travellers' depictions of coffee consumption and of coffeehouses in the Ottoman realm and the east, beginning with Leonhart Rauwolf (travels between 1573-76), with generous selections from their texts, is provided in Waldkirch, Wie Europa den Kaffee Entdeckte. 7 The pioneering work of Ralph Hattox is widely recognized, and oft cited, but not sufficiently appreciated in terms of having paved the way for exploring the impact of coffee and coffeehouses on the nature of conviviality and on the rhythms of daily life in the late Mamluk and Ottoman worlds: Hattox, Coffee and Coffeehouses. Not even so widely recognized and cited is Eliott Horowitz's remarkable 'Coffee, Coffeehouses, and the Nocturnal Rituals', based on his unpublished dissertation 'Jewish Confraternities in Seventeenth-Century Verona'. I owe a good deal to both of these scholars whose research and insights I have benefitted from over many years. 8 Vardanyan, Amirdovlat Amasiatsi. Of Soqotra, for instance, he describes 'sabur (dried juice of aloe vera)', which 'clarifies the head of excessive moisture, helps against melancholy and strengthens the mind', qualities that were also associated with coffee from the fifteenth century onwards; see pp. 88 and 125. Amasiatsi's original text is published in its original classical Armenian, Amirdovlat', Angitats' anpet kam bararan bzhshkakan niwt'ots, ed. by Basmadjian, title also given in French: Inutile aux ignorants, ou Dictionnaire des substances medicates, with French or Latin equivalents for all the entry headings. For each entry heading, the fifteenthcentury author himself provides corresponding Turkish words in Armenian characters. of the use of coffee in the Ottoman capital, this would not be surprising, given his long seafaring career in and deep familiarity with the Arab Mediterranean. Mud.di, his biographer, writes that 'sugary sherbets and musky coffee flowed like rivers' in the banquets of his entourage. 9 Katib <;elebi, the brilliant polymath writing in the mid-seventeenth century, was obviously not far off the mark when he offered 'circa 950 AH ( 1543 AD)' as the date of the earliest arrival of coffee in the lands of Rum by trade from the sea. 10 Still, the word 'qahwa' is given only in its ancient meaning of wine, or alcoholic beverage, in a comprehensive dictionary of Arabic into
Ottoman Turkish that was completed in 1545. The lexicographer also gives the derivation of the word, based on his classical Arabic sources, from the root verb of'qa-ha-ya' and describes it as 'that which takes away or lessens the appetite for food'Y Perhaps the lexicographer knew about neo-qahwa, namely coffee as we now know it, but was not yet sure of its staying power. Even the exceptionally daring author of an Ottoman Esperanto (comp. 1566-74), whose life as a Sufi between Cairo and Istanbul cannot but have familiarized him with the beverage, coins his own word for 'qahwa' which he also uses for wine in two other instances, without any hints of a new usage. 12 It is not surprising for lexicography to tend to be prescriptive and somewhat more conservative than the living everyday language with its unexpected twists, some of them quickly abandoned. Two leading jurist-scholars of the 'classical age', both of them highly influential in defining Ottoman orthodoxies in different venues, wrote treatises to warn against new and 'incorrect' lexical or orthographic usages that were spreading in this era of vernacularization. 13 The expansion of the realm of coffee-that is, coffee as we know it -was, however, simply unstoppable. In all the instances we know something about, consumption started in private environments and then spilled over into public establishments, namely coffeehouses. The most detailed and widely accepted account of the inaugural moment in Istanbul is provided by the historian Pe~evi, whose chronicle of c. 1640 dates the establishment of the first coffeehouses in Istanbul to 1554-55 and attributes this grand feat of entrepreneurial ingenuity to two Syrian merchants, one from Aleppo and the other from Damascus. His overview of the early history of the institution, with the hindsight of two or three generations that witnessed coffee's reach to the status of daily habit and popular custom as well as its role in several controversies and prohibitions, is rather informative and convincing in general. His dating, however, may need to be slightly calibrated since we also have a chronogram commemorating and celebrating this novelty, namely 'coffeehouse, site of R&R (kahvehdne, mahall-i eglence): which gives the year 959 AH (1551-52).
This pithy formulation presents a historian of conviviality and leisure with a huge challenge -how should we understand or translate the word eglence, the singular characteristic of coffeehouses that the poet squeezed into his sound bite, presumably because he found it to be its defining feature? The primary meaning of the word eglenhas eventually (that is, in modern Turkish) come to be 'to have a good time, with things/activities that enable one to have pleasure and fun', 14 and eglence is used in a more straightforward fashion in the sense of fun and entertainment. Yet, all the relevant usages compiled for a historical dictionary, on the basis of selected sources from the fourteenth to the early eighteenth century, indicate that it maintained for a long time its more restricted sense of 'to stop and rest, to spend time (someplace)'. The sun, for instance, 'rests (eglenir) for thirty days in each constellation'. 15 Nonetheless, something was obviously changing in the seventeenth century. Evliya <;elebi, the traveller and author of a monumental book of travels written in the latter part of that century, whose radar never missed an opportunity for fun, does capture on a number of occasions the new usage in the sense of amusing, heart-pleasing diversion. 16 The changing nature of leisure and of relevant social practices in 14 Ayverdi, Misalli Buyuk Turkre Sozluk, see under 'eglen-'. IS Tarama Sozlugu, ed. by Aksoy and Dils:in, see vol. III under 'eglemek', 'eglenmek'. Muhyi gives ten counterparts for eglenin his esperanto, all of which remain within the range of'stop and rest'. Also note that the fifteenth-to eighteenth-century examples given in the Oxford English Dictionary for the word 'entertain-' present a similar range of meanings, at least a similar puzzle, for the pre-industrial period. 16 He does, for instance, cite a couplet which speaks of music as eglence for the heart (1 (1996], 303), or refers to various performers as eglence for connoisseurs (n [1999] , 109). While Eglence could be a name given to concubines (1v (2001] , 67), it also appears in his account as the name (nickname?) of a holy man, a 'fool of God', Eglence Baba (m [1999] , 267): Evliya <;:eiebi, Seyahatndmesi, ed. by Dankoff, Kahraman, and Dagh. early modern Ottoman society is no doubt reflected in the implied transformation of the range and order of the different connotations of the term (and related ones in the different languages of the empire)Y The conundrum is not unlike the one entertained in the inspiring debate between Peter Burke and Joan-Lluis Marfany on 'the invention ofleisure in early modern Europe'. 18 To speak of new conceptualizations ofleisure does not imply, of course, that working people did not earlier or elsewhere recognize times and opportunities in which they could carve themselves a 'sphere of activity and reflexivity', where they could 'affirm what is socially valuable: time spent with family and friends, community activities that confirm one's membership in a social group, activities considered fun and pleasurable, rest and renewal from the demands and routine of work, and a relatively autonomous sphere, where individuals can flesh their own social identities'. 19 It is simply that there were new ways in which those times and opportunities offered themselves, and new uses to be made of them in cities of the early modern world. Coffeehouses had undoubtedly fallen on fertile ground and turned out to be famously user-friendly for those urbanites who constituted their clientele.
Mustafa 'Ali (1541-1600)bureaucrat, intellectual, prolific author, keen observer of the social customs of his time, harsh critic of bad poetry, of those who lived beyond their station in life, of the 'rising middle classes', and of those statesmen who were incompetent in the face of all these and other signs of 'decline' -did not think highly of most of those clients. Still, as an acute observer of the social scene, or possibly even as a connoisseur of the beverage himself, he is the first to refer to 'speed' (sur 'at) as one of the qualities of coffee and as the desire of the dervishes and of the people oflearningwho went to such places. The city boys, the soldiers, and the simple folk, however, spent time there for no reason but gossip, self-promotion, and wasting time. He found it particularly disturbing that such riffraff could engage in ostentatious hospitality by 'treating each other to a cup of coffee, of impressing their friends with one [cup] of something four cups of which costs one para'. Ever keen on social mobility as one of the 'signs of disorder' that beset Ottoman society in his time, 'Ali was clearly disturbed by the democratizing impact of coffeehouses on social life.
The world of literature was also going to be reshaped in the same vein by these institutions. The tales of 'A~tk Garib, popular from the seventeenth century onwards, chronicle the adventures of a bard who established himself as the most cherished, and the best-paid, among the bards who made a living by competing for the attention of the coffee-consuming public as they moved from coffee shop to coffee shop, and from city to city. In other words, those who could afford a few cups could engage in literary patronage of a new sort and eventually create their own 'pop' icons.
Small wonder that, by the end of the sixteenth century, there were hundreds of coffeehouses in Istanbul and many more hundreds spread across the empire. 20 The inhabitants of several cities could choose among dozens. Even the small town of Safed in the Galilee could boast of some, which were open at night, as revealed by controversial issues raised in front of the rabbis. Jewish poets were composing Hebrew lyrics to Turkish songs that the clients were not inhibited from singing their hearts out toY 20 Often cited in this regard is the well-informed but rather late account of Ignatius Mouradgea d'Ohsson, Tableau general de !'empire othoman, IV. 1 ( 1791), 79. He claims that there were fifi:y coffeehouses in Istanbul before the end of Suleyman's reign (r. 1 520-66), six hundred before that of his son, Selim II (r. 1566-74). Considering that there were five in the much smaller town of]erusalem in 1565 according to an official document (see Ottoman Documents on Palestine, 1552-1615, ed ofBeauties in Indo-Persian Poetic Landscape', p. 81: 'from the palace to the city limits there are bazaars and shops, among which there are seven thousand coffeehouses. In every shop, a number of delicate and pretty youths are seated who have tresses and moles that are snares, and who act as magnets to attract hearts.' A few years before 1600, Koca Sinan Pasha (d. 1596), the grand vizier, received an order from the Sultan in which he was asked to enforce a ban on some spaces of public sociability. Three types of establishments, three types of -hdne ( <khdna, house, in Persian), were mentioned in the order: meyhdnes (houses of wine), bozahdnes (houses ofboza, a fermented barley drink with no or little alcohol content), and kahvehdnes (coffeehouses). The vizier responded:
You ordered that taverns, bozahouses, and coffeehouses should be banned. I shall look into it. You ordered that coffeehouses, too, should be banned. Fine with me, I have never been inside a coffeehouse, but these people (bu halk) need a place for R&R ( eglence ), or they will eat each others' flesh. (Bunlara, bu halka bir eglence yeri lazzm, yoksa birbirinin etini yirler.) 22 Koca Sinan Pasha evidently did not agree with the idea of enforcing the ban on the coffeehouses, but said he would readily comply with the other two institutions. A few pages later, we read of yet another edict from the Sultan, with similar content, and the pasha writes in his response that he is ready to enforce the ban on the taverns and bozahouses, but this time, without raising any objections explicitly, he simply omits any mention of the coffeehouses. There was something obviously different about the coffeehouse, catering to a particular social need and demand, and finding itself a firm niche in that new urban society within a generation. 23 The problem of the authorities with respect to these institutions had less to do with the religious law as such than it did with the possibilities engendered for new forms of sociability and for political action of all sorts, from everyday gossip and debate to organized resistance.Z 4 Coffeehouses within that halfcentury between the chronogram and the letters of Koca Sinan Pasha turned into places where political matters were debated, negotiated, or subjected to myriad diversions and subversions. In the chronicle of Selaniki, one of Sinan Pasha's contemporaries, who was an eyewitness to those initial decades of this institution in Istanbul, dozens of cases of political commotion and turbulence are found to be worthy of mention. In some instances, the chronicler points out 22 Koca Sinan Paia'nm Telhisleri, ed. by Sahillioglu, p. 104. 23 On the means and spaces of sociability in the countryside in the sixteenth century, which highlights their limits before the arrival of the coffeehouses, see Y rlmaz, 'Bo~ Vaktiniz Var Mr ?'. that this or that matter came to a boiling point through idle talk and seditious rumours concocted in coffeehouses. 25 Well-known literary conventions were put to new uses in this context. Converting dates into words through the adroit use of the numerical equivalencies of letters in the Arabic alphabet, chronograms were composed for all sorts of events, from high politics to the daily life of cities. They are wonderful devices not only for dating events but also for tapping into the tastes and concerns of Ottoman urban society, as these pithy compositions (at least those that gained popularity) must have captured something essential with respect to public sentiments regarding 'news'. The genre was certainly gaining in popularity in this age of rapid transmission and circulation of public opinion. In 1588, for instance, when Beylerbeyi Mehmed Pasha, who was in charge of dealing with the unprecedented monetary turbulence of those years, chose to engage in debasement as 'coinage reform', his measure was deemed bid'at-i kabiha (odious innovation) in a chronogram that turned into a buzzword carrying a political message. The slogan went from mouth to mouth, writes Selaniki, operating just like the catchy phrases of crowd politics or of advertising in modern times. Nicknames given to political figures had a similar function, of course, but they often enjoyed a much longer life than the chronograms, whose relevance seems to have been appreciated mostly in the immediate context of the events they were meant to commemorate. But they were no less effective for that -the reforming vizier was killed in 1589, when months of opposition, kept simmering through the use of such chronograms as slogans and various other means no doubt, culminated in a revolt.
The no"frills language of muhimme documents, summary accounts of the decisions made by the divan at the imperial court, makes clear that the state knew exactly what it wanted to prevent when it closed down the coffeehouses. In an order composed for the qadi of Egrigoz in the year 1056 AH ( 1646-47 AD), a small town in north-western Anatolia, he is told to be vigilant about reports that some people are operating coffeehouses in his district, contrary to earlier orders that explicitly banned public gatherings, or congregations (cem'iyyet), in the 'well-protected domains' of the Ottoman realm. 26 What is banned, in other 25 Tarih-i Selaniki, ed. by Mehmet ip~irli, 1. 225, 1. 270, 2. 525, 2. 704, 2. 707. 26 Muhimme Defteri 90, ed. by Tulum and others: 'cem'iyyet memalik-i mahriisamda memnii' olmagla ol vechile kahve ihdas ve cem'iyyet itdiirmeyiip' ('you should not allow for the establishment of coffeehouses and congregations since congregating is banned in my wellprotected domains'). This edict, on p. 258, was issued during one of many bans, some of them local and short-lived, during the history of the coffeehouses. words, is people congregating (outside the licit forms of congregating for religious ritual); coffeehouses are simply a superb venue for that dangerous habit. Now, coffee and (eventually) tea were consumed also in homes. The fairytale imagery of a riddle (from the nineteenth century?) depicts a domestic scene around such practices:
Bir kan ile koca m1rm1r eder her gece Kan der ki 'ey koca, acep istanbul nice?' Every night, a woman and a man murmur and mumble She says: 'My man, what do you think is happening in istanbul?'
The correct answer is 'tea kettle and pot'. By a certain time, this cosy scene somewhere in the countryside was perfectly familiar to the audiences of the riddle. There is visual and archival evidence already from the seventeenth century that the coffee kettle was becoming a regular part of everyday life in homes. Cups, kettles, and various utensils identified with the consumption of coffee appear in ever-increasing numbers in the probate inventories of the seventeenth century.
While my focus here is mostly on the coffeehouses, coffee and its uses in private spaces should also be kept in mind. Both types of environments were part of the dynamics whereby new uses were forged of the night-time. Coffee and coffeehouses, in other words, were congenial parts of a broader setting in which people wanted to test, or felt compelled to test, the elasticity of day and night. 27 Koca Sinan Pasha was no fan of the coffeehouses, judging by his own words, but he may well have enjoyed his coffee. The grand vizier makes repeated mention of working at night as an unusual practice that enhances the worth of the service he performs: he is serving the state with such zeal that he gives up his sleep in order to be a better servant. In his letters to the Sultan, he portrays himself as a night owl: 'Gecenin yandan c;ogunu tefekkiir ve teemmiil ile 27 Use of the nighttime is not always fun or a matter of desire, of course. Namely, there is also the issue of night labour that needs closer attention by researchers, but this topic is beyond the concerns of this paper, except for the labour of performers. There is very little work done on the history of nocturnity anywhere in the world; the general lack of interest of historians with regard to nocturnity is obvious also in the indexes of many books, including source editions, where 'night' or related entries hardly ever appear. Still, there are some pioneering works: for instance, see Verdon, La nuit au Moyen Age, also published in English as Verdon, Night gecririyorum' ('I pass more than half of the night thinking and contemplating'). Elsewhere, he refers directly to working at night, in terms of having his hands on things and not merely contemplating. His correspondence indicates that a good deal of state business was being conducted at night, not just between the sultan and the grand vizier, who brags of giving up so much of his bedtime to do state work, but also in many other instances that are casually mentioned. The Head of the Treasury (De.fterdar) , for instance, is mentioned as having visited him many nights in order to complete certain financial affairs, or the Aga of the Janissaries visited another official in order to take care of some business. This is striking in comparison to the official correspondence and chronicles of the earlier part of the sixteenth century. It is even more exceptional, however, for night labour of this sort to be measured by hours. This is precisely what Koca Sinan Pasha does when he brags: 'I sleep no more than four hours a night in order to take care of state business.' Measuring one's work by the amount of sleep is certainly remarkable, and it may well be unprecedented. 28 One can only imagine the pity this would have triggered in the author of the Qabusndma, an eleventh-century Persian book of advice for princes and courtly elites that enjoyed renown in late medieval Anatolia and was subject to several independent translations into Turkish in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. According to the author, as well as his appreciative and not-yet-caffeinated audiences presumably, one needed to rest for one-third of the day. To be more precise, the day was divided into three periods: eight hours for 'performing one's service of God and of one's occupation', eight for pleasure and refreshment, and eight for reposing: 'God Almighty created the night for rest.' 29 28 In praising Sultan 'Alaiiddin Keykubad (r. 1220-37), the thirteenth-century chronicler Ibn Bibi seems to be making a similar point, but there is an important difference. It is reported from one of the grandees at the Seljuk court that he had spent eighteen years in the sultan's service and close company, day and night, and that he had never seen the sultan sleep for more than three hours a night in order to spend the time thus gained on reading the ~·an and other acts of piety; Ibn Bibi, El-evtimiri/1-'ald'iyye, ed. by Erzi, p. 226; for a modern Turkish translation, see Ibn Bibi, El evamiru'l-ala'iyye, trans. by Oztiirk, I, 244. 29 My translation is from the oldest Turkish rendering, a manuscript in the personal coilection ofEleazar Birnbaum, published in facsimile with an introduction and analysis by Birnbaum,
The Book of Advice by King Kay Kti'us ibn Iska, f. 62a. I am grateful to Helga Anetshofer for bringing this passage to my attention and allowing me to use her edition (in progress). The original Persian text, in a more aristocratic vein, mentions only 'service of God' (tti'at-e hudti) for the first eight hours and has no explicit reference to work: The Nasihat-ntima known as Qtibusntima, ed. by Levy, p. 51.
The day was still twenty-four hours in the age of coffee, and people still needed to work, play, and rest (though most had to work much more and play much less than was allowed by the aristocratic life of the Qabiisndma's author).
Yet they started to experiment, or were compelled to experiment, with different ways of experiencing nocturnity, as the night became increasingly punctuated with organized activity and labour of different sorts. Mystics of various persuasions were evidently among the pioneers of this development, beginning with Yemeni Sufis as mentioned above. Before the end of the fifteenth century, in 1491-92 to be precise, a new form of'communal nightly liturgical ritual' was introduced to Cairo by Niir Din al-Shiini (d. 1537), in which the central component was 'recital of supplications for divine grace for the Prophet'. Initially set for Thursday nights and extending into the noon prayer on Friday, the ritual known as mahya met with such favour by so many that Monday nights were also scheduled for performing the same recitals.
The popularity of the nocturnal sessions was quickly followed by controversy, not only because it was an 'innovation' like the regularization of the equally controversial supererogatory night prayers, but also because it was accompanied by generous lighting in and around the al-Azhar mosque. The allure of night-time illumination must have enhanced the pleasure of those believers who became mahya devotees, as the ritual spread from Egypt to Syria, North Africa, and the Hijaz. However, the expenditure irritated some students of theology who saw in this nocturnal practice parallels to Mazdaism (named after Mazdak, son ofBamdadh, that is, 'the Sunrise'). 30 Just like the temptation of coffee, the consumption of the night-time also moved across linguistic, ethnic, and confessional boundaries. Candles must also have been burning at the nightly vigils of the Jewish mystics, at least when coffee was being prepared. Among the Jews in the Ottoman world there emerged a particularly vibrant mystical strand in the sixteenth century, associated with Lurianism, a movement of sixteenth-century Jewish mysticism which had its centre in Safed. According to one of its students, Elliott Horowitz:
A central element in Safed spirituality, especially in its Lurianic variety, was the considerable stress placed upon nocturnal forms of piety. Groups of followers of these mystical movements called themselves by names like 'awakeners of the dawn', 'watchmen of the morning'.
Such groups flourished in the sixteenth century, while the nightly vigils of Sufis, such as the mahya and kindred practices, were gaining new ground and new devotees. 30 DeJong, 'Mahya'; and Bozkurt, 'Mahya'.
A new awareness of day and night spread across different areas of cognition. In his Al-Itqanfi 'Ulum al-Quran, al-Suyuti (1445 -1505 was ready to add his own touches to the hallowed tradition of writing commentaries on the holy book. Among them, he dedicated a whole chapter to 'verses revealed in the daytime and verses revealed at night-time'. He wanted to make sure that his originality was appreciated: 'There are abundant examples of verses revealed in the daytime, and Ibn Habib says indeed most of the ~r'an was revealed in the daytime. As for those revealed at night-time, I have researched and confirmed the examples which follow.' 31 Coffeehouses in general did not limit their activities to daytime. The nights of Ramadan were particularly busy times for these establishments. Moreover, a new form of public lighting, more decorative and festive than functional, emerged soon after the middle of the sixteenth century, and is still familiar to Istanbul as well as many other cities of the former Ottoman world: mahya. 32 This kind of illumination was achieved by designing and lighting a set of lamps between minarets on holy nights, especially of Ramadan, as yet another manifestation of the growing obsession with finding unprecedented uses for the night.
Increasing uses of the night-time cannot properly be treated without at least a brief consideration of the social history of lighting, as it was also a matter of social stratification among other things. The poorer sort had access to poor lighting or no lighting at all, while the rich households would enjoy all sorts of regular, powerful lighting, not only because they could afford higher-priced candles and oil lamps, but also because they could employ servants. Before electricity, the constancy of which is now taken for granted in many parts of the world, 31 Ihe Perfect Guide to the Sciences of the Quran I, trans. by Algar and others, p. 31. 32 Necipoglu, Ihe Age of Sinan, p. 67. Also see Bozkurr, 'Mahya'. Note that this kind of mahya is of a different derivation from the one above and of a different spelling in Ottoman Turkish: it is named after, which is named after miih ('moon', or 'month') , and is the popular Turkish pronounciation of miihiyye. Conventional accounts among the members of the guild of mahya-designers attributed this innovation to a calligrapher, Hafiz Ahmed Kefevi, at the time of Ahmed I (1603-18), but clearly the practice had started earlier; see references (on p. 192 and engraving on p. 193) in Necipoglu, Ihe Age ofSinan, including Schweigger, Ein newe Reyssbeschreibung. Schweigger, who stayed in Istanbul between 1578 and 1581, mentions designs shaped after various phases of the moon. Also note that du Fresne-Canaye, who was in the Ottoman capital during Ramadan in 1573, mentions lighting on the minarets but not between them, which suggests that the idea was evolving in the 1570s. The later calligrapher may still have played a key role in that the mahya designs eventually consisted of words designed by the order oflamps lighting required a high dose of maintenance by manual labour. A good deal of tedious work was required and handled in upper class households by servants whose tasks included snuffing and changing the oil lamp when it began to smoke or emit unpleasant odours. All those aspects of lighting need to be considered, while we also need to be alert to the fact that there were improvements in lighting technologies even in the premodern era, albeit often tiny compared to the move to the gas lamp or electricity. After all, the oil lamp itself was an invention once and brought serious change to a world illuminated by torchesY
The problem of smell and smoke caused by candles, for instance, must also have mattered in Karagoz performances. Candles posed such annoyances unless a good deal of money was spent to purchase the highest quality of beeswax. Those were, in fact, regularly afforded only by the elites or used for major temples with rich en dowers or donors. Given that wax was also used for sealing and as a lubricant for bullets, it is not surprising that beeswax was banned from export along with other 'strategic' goods like horses and silver. 34 The cost of lighting ought never to be neglected. In one of the traditions about the age of the 'rightly-guided' caliphs, for instance, 'Umar ibn Al-Khattab is portrayed as a pious and scrupulous head of state because he extinguished his lamp at the time of his supper. When asked about it, he replied that he did 'not dine under the light of a lamp owned by the public'. This is supposed to be a small but significant gesture of being loyal to the public trust and not wasting its resources. Lighting a lamp, or a candle, was not a negligible expenditure, particularly during activities of some duration after sunset, including games and performances.
More important for our purposes might be that street lighting began to get more attention from the late fourteenth century onwards in different parts of the Mediterranean. On the Rialto in Venice, for instance, the first public lighting for regular use, rather than for a particular festivity, was set up in 1397, and had to be improved in 1450 because it was not sufficient. Much more serious and consistent lighting schemes were adopted for public areas from the mid-seventeenth century onwards in Paris. Ultimately, the evolution of public lighting in different cities needs to be treated in a comparative manner, and noteworthy differences will likely be revealed. Still, it is significant that European travel-lers of the early modern era, who are given to making comparative observations about Ottoman cities, streets, living conditions, etc., do not find Istanbul, for instance, particularly less well-lit at night. Beginning in the early nineteenth century with the revolutionary changes in lighting brought about by the technique of the argon lamp c. 1780-84 and, particularly, the use of coal gas from 1805 in London, significant technological gaps emerged between Europe and other parts of the world and led to attempts to catch up in lighting as in many other areas of life. Particularly in the Industrial Age, European travellers write about the 'dark cities' of the Middle East. 35 1hat contrast is pronounced in the late nineteenth century, but not earlier.
To return to early modern Istanbul, candle production and consumption seem to have reached new heights from the late sixteenth century onwards. Candle makers complained of colleagues who went out of the city to purchase animal fats at high prices before the tallow could be distributed at designated sites with official prices and quotas for each producer. 36 In other words, candle making and selling had become so lucrative that the more ambitious members of the profession, or avaricious ones according to the moral economy of guilds, attempted to corner the market, offering high purchasing prices for the raw materials. In the early seventeenth century, there were complaints that some candle makers were pushing candles made out of lard to unaware customers. Jewish and Muslim customers were particularly offended by that transgression, but the more relevant conclusion for our purposes is that producers were able to do this, were able to imagine such a scheme, only because there was demand and they were able to find consumers. Some other uses of the night-time are illustrated in depictions of festivities that were held in early modern Istanbul on an increasing number of occasions: holy nights on the Islamic calendar, celebrations of military victories, births of princes and princesses -namely various occasions that called for so-called donanma and ;enlik, etc. In that respect, too, Cairo seems to have set some of the trends for istanbul. When Mustafa 'Ali records his impressions of his visit to Cairo in 1599, for instance, he ventures into the praiseworthy and the less congenial qualities of Cairenes, as he saw them. Among the former, he mentions the vigilance of night watchmen, who kept each other wakeful by chat-ting away the whole night. Their services may have been needed particularly in Cairo since the inhabitants of that city were just too playful at night, when they enjoyed outings that Ali records at some length. Cairenes found all sorts of occasions, for instance, to make the night festive for the public, such as the night of the market supervisor. Whether inspired by Cairo or not, Istanbul and other cities of the Ottoman world were changing their own night-time habits during the lifetime of Mustafa 'Ali, but the real impact was to be felt in the seventeenth century. The festivities of 1582, held on the occasion of the circumcision of a prince, were accompanied by guild parades and all sorts of performances that entertained the inhabitants for two months. As told in many Ottoman and European accounts, the grand party of 1582 constituted a most ambitious organization which launched Istanbul as a prominent location of public festivities that regularly spilled over into the night-time. The use of the night for similar festivities of 1675 and 1720, however, shows remarkable differences.37 Accounts of the latter regularly speak about shows and spectacles scheduled for certain times and lasting for a certain duration, unlike vague formulations like 'into the wee hours of the night' as in the accounts from 1582. It is as if the night was gradually charted for more adroit navigation and shaped for experiences that audiences would handle with more control over their time.
It is also worth looking at the history of the night in imaginative literature. Looking at the popular tales of different periods in order to gauge what is taken for granted, or imagined, to be nocturnal activities and happenings, the early modern era seems to have ushered in a new kind of night. There are many episodes set at night in medieval works such as the two famous works of Maqdmdt by Hemedhani and by Harir'i, in the Ferec ba'de'f-;idde cycle of tales, in the Saltukndme, and of course in the One Thousand and One Nights. What the night offers in them is a time of merrymaking in private gatherings, for visits to holy men or temples, for daring raids or spying expeditions, for escapades to taverns, a playing ground for thieves and prostitutes, and the like. The settings are somewhat differently imagined after the sixteenth century, in meddah narratives for instance, especially by the inclusion of coffeehouses as popular venues and of nocturnal public festivities with the possibility of a full sense of normalcy and without having to repeatedly underline privacy or criminality as obvious aspects ofliving the night. 38 37 Some of the most relevant texts are edited by Arslan, Osman!t Saray Diigiinleri ve $enlikleri.
38 Dror Ze'evi perceptively observes that even the setting of the shadow play itself moves from interiors to the neighbourhood square, as one moves from Mamluk to Ottoman versions of this kind of theater; Ze'evi, Producing Desire, p. 138.
Nocturnal social activity, within coffeehouses or elsewhere, included entertainments shaped around spectatorship. Most of the performances, Karagoz and Meddah, took place in coffeehouses and at night, especially during the Ramadan. In fact, given the technique of the Karagoz, where the audience looks not at the puppets themselves but at their reflection on a back-lit screen, it works only in the dark. It does not have to be the night-time of course, it can be a dark space like a day-time movie house, but it works particularly well in the dark. Not surprisingly, both Karagoz and meddah performances took place mostly at night, where the composition of the audience was somewhat different than the usual coffeehouse clientele. Coffeehouses were, with respect to gender, exclusivist bastions of homosociality for men in the Ottoman world, and possibly also in Europe in the early modern era. Only when they doubled as venues for entertainment and performance does one read about families, women, and sometimes children, attending those events. It is worth considering two uses of coffeehouses: as a regular site of sociability among men, and, at designated times or within a certain schedule, and certainly in a limited number of shops, as a theatre. 39 What about the tale oflove? Now, happy endings are not Hollywood inventions. We know from various cultural traditions of genres that tend to go for a happy ending. In fact, there is a genre in medieval Islamic literatures, also quite popular among late medieval Turkish readers and audiences, known as Ferec ba'def-fidde which could be rendered as 'deliverance after difficulty'. The structure of the tales is embodied in the German phrase Auf Regen kommt Sonnenschein, in which the emotional states of the audience are pegged to an assurance like 'do not worry, something good will come out at the end of the story!'. While the prevalent opinion held until recently that Ferec-badenidde texts were merely translations or re-renderings of one central Ur-text, it now looks more likely that there are many independent compositions with that title and that general framework: a protagonist goes through many difficulties, such as being robbed or imprisoned; genies and spirits may be involved (they also act mostly at night); and ultimately, something happens through a triumphalist turn in the plot, and the protagonist gets the deliverance after many a difficulty -happy end! These are not tales of love -although they may have a bit of romance and flirtation, they are mostly stories of drama and suspense.
If one turns to tales oflove of the late medieval era in the Islamicate Middle East, one finds mostly sad tales, such as the immensely popular Leyla and Mecnun, or Ferhad and $irin. Moreover, such tales tend towards allegory and are very different from the meddah/Karagoz stories, namely the kinds of composition that were popular in the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries. This new attitude towards storytelling actually started with the tale of Anabact, which was composed as a piece of self-avowed original fiction in the early sixteenth century. The information on the circumstances of its composition points towards a milieu of literati who suffered a fatigue (boredom?) with re-renderings and translations of the classical tales of medieval Islamic literature, and thus ventured into new stories in the early sixteenth century. It is this 'early modern sensibility' that invited and inspired the composition of Anabact, which is not at all interested in exploring the metaphysical and moral dimensions of love but rather relishes in downgrading it to worldly folly that turns into a joke on the protagonist. The romantic aspect of the tale is not necessarily central-and in any case, it is rendered with a light touch, just like the meddah stories it anticipates. Perhaps more significantly, there is no overt moral to the tale. There is a moral universe behind these stories, of course, and a moral economy, if you reflect on them, but the story does not lead to a moral, either in the case of Anabact, or in the case of the meddah stories or Karagoz scripts (to the degree we can tell from the fragmentary evidence concerning the early repertoire). It might rather be characterized as an in-your-face commentary on the human condition, frailties, and temptations that shape lives according to the vicissitudes of (what we would call) social structures, as well as fate. The sinful heroes may fall, but they do not have to, they are not necessarily expected to. In the Jerec-badef-fidde literature, on the other hand, it always has to come down ultimately to the good being rewarded and the bad falling. In the Meddah stories, there is no such concern. It may happen, but it is incidental. Neither is it the case in Karagoz stories. 40 And this situation is precisely what Ebussuud finds to be objectionable in the puppet shows of his time. In fact, such shows could be perfectly acceptable provided one knew what to get out of them, as he pronounced in a Jetva: it would not be grounds for the dismissal of a religious functionary that he take part in an assembly for a shadow play and that he watch the play 'until its end', if he watched it for its lesson, or the moral of the taleY The conditional in this pronouncement should not be read as a veneer of piety over a pillar of laissezfaire pragmatism. This 'lesson thing' is precisely the element that seems to be missing in the developing new literature of the Karagoz and the meddah. Here we are confronted with a very different literary universe where bringing us to a moral of the tale is not at all the concern.
In short, the cultural scene of early modern Istanbul offers not merely some new forms of entertainment and genres but also striking transformations, if not self-conscious innovations, in terms of the moral economy and attitudes with which popular tales are constructed, in the ways these popular tales are performed and convey messages, and in the very lives portrayed in them. This new literature, which also presents us with a new balance between homo-and (and an increasingly visible) hetero-sexuality, found its niche par excellence in the coffeehouses.
To turn to the changing nature of leisurely activity as such, the boundary between leisure and work was not necessarily hazy, as is often deemed characteristic of pre-industrial societies. Nonetheless, it is worth underlining that entertainment activities became much more structured in the age of coffeehouses, Karagoz and meddah. A new understanding (discipline?) was introduced to the scheduling as well as the duration of performances, along with practices like punctuating them with planned breaks, or intermissions, for the purpose of both socializing and commerce. At least from the eighteenth century onwards, manuscripts that contain the 'scripts' to be recited and performed begin to have records of the duration and location of the performances, as given by different performers.
Moreover, within the stories themselves, we begin to find out about various types ofleisurely activities taking place according to newly established routines of experiencing the city. Such routines appear, for instance, within the meddah stories which offer sightseeing in Istanbul as a recurrent theme. In one of those stories, a 'Turk' arrives in Istanbul for the first time, and is utterly confused, which sets the scene for him to run into an acquaintance who will not only take him in but also guide that country bumpkin on a city tour for the next few days: Here this is the Hagia Sophia, and tomorrow we shall see the grand bazaar and the slave market, and the next day it is time for visiting the shrine ofEyiip Sultan and the picnic sites in that area, and so on and so forthY Looking at these accounts, it is very clear that there was a routine established of sightseeing which one might compare profitably to medieval prototypes again. The latter are devoted to temples, tombs, and shrines, which were also visited according to certain routines. Booklets were written as to the procedures of shrine visitations with the purpose of ordering the visitor's spiritual experience.
In the meddah stories, however, we are confronted with 'secular' sightseeing. 43 Even the visit to the Hagia Sophia, the fabled temple then serving as an imperial mosque, is not part of a religious performance, but simply part of seeing the beauties of the city.
Such 'pointless' sightseeing is also written into works which I am tempted to characterize as a nano-genre which called itself nefli/l-emr-ndme, with multiple examples from the late sixteenth to the early nineteenth century. 44 These works display a panorama of 'ill' manners, while offering various ways of cursing those who perform them. In their own way, they echo those collections of common errors in linguistic usage that were mentioned above. If the manuals of galdt capture the ill-said (or ill-written), with severe pedantry mostly but not totally without an understated humour and even secret pleasure in the local, the invectives in the tracts of neflii'l-emr attempt to sort out the ill-done and, with a big tongue in cheek, rant at the offenders, using an impressive menu of maledictions. Among the reviled are those 'wretches' or 'pimps' who take their family sightseeing in different parts of the city as well as 'boylovers of the nature of cooks' dogs that satisfy themselves through their eyes', who hustle around Istanbul all day and boast 'I have seen so many sights today' -new trends in flanerie. 45 * * * What Horowitz writes about the Jewish mystics is equally true for others in the Ottoman world and beyond, who fell under the spell of coffee. The introduction of coffee, in other words, 'brought with it beyond the mere availability of the stimulus, the emergence of a new perception of the night in which the hours of darkness could be shaped and manipulated by human initiative rather than condemn man to passive repose'. 46 43 Once again, one needs to look at Cairo for precedents: in the early fifteenth century, Maqrizi had composed his famous Khitat that represented the culmination of a tradition but also a new departure, at least in its monumentality. It is not irrelevant for our concerns that the autograph copy of the work is in the Topkapr Palace Library. For copies of the work, see Ayman Fu'ad Sayyid's introduction to his edition ofSayyid, ed., Manuscrit autographe d'al-Mawd'i-. . The text was also fully translated into Turkish in the sixteenth century: Bibliotheque nationale de France, MS suppl. turc 216. 44 An eighteenth-century example (copied in 1720) was edited and published by Develi, XVIII. yy istanbul 'aDair Risale-i Garibe. 45 Dcveli, XVIII. yy istanbul'a Dair Risale-i Garibe, pp. 24-25. 46 Horowitz, 'Coffee, Coffeehouses, and the Nocturnal Rituals', p. 27.
But playing with the architecture of the night-time naturally meant adjustments for the morning as well, as those who were tempted to burn the candle at both ends quickly found out. Sometime before 1581, a professor at one of Bursa's respected madrasas saw himself in a dream, crying his heart out while making preparations for his father's burial. Upon awakening in a state of trepidation, he knew he needed a reliable oneiro-analyst and was led by friends to a renowned Sufi, Sheikh Ofi:ade Efendi (d. 1581). The saintly man knew exactly why the young scholar had been visited by that disturbing dream: he must have missed the morning prayer, for that 'is the most powerful of all the ritual prayers, just as there is no being closer and more powerful for a son than his father'. Ofi:ade's hagiographer who related this anecdote happened to be the guilt-ridden dreamer's son, for whom the interface between one's faith and filial piety must have served as an additional lesson. He was in a good position to not only certify the truthfulness of the sheykh's interpretation but also offer his father's explanation for the slip: he 'had been to a show [on the night before] and could not wake up in the morning'Y Worse than the disorientation of waking up is the trauma of waking up late. Even worse, many millions evidently voted with their lips during the last halfmillennium, is not having the assistance of some substance like coffee or tea to reorient us, to warm us up and to give us a buzz. They decided, in other words, that if'the coming awakening stands in the Troy of the dream like the wooden horse of the Greeks', 48 those invading soldiers, once released from the belly of the horse, need to be caffeinated to be able to confront their tasks. The day ahead was likely to be busier than days used to be, and the night before certainly offered more diversion than nights used to. This is why even Mustafa 'Ali approved of certain uses of coffeehouses: 'Early rising worshippers and pious men get up and go [there], drink a cup of coffee adding life to their life. They feel, in a way, that its slight exhilaration strengthens them for their religious observance and worship. From that point of view coffee-houses are commended and praised: 49 47 Bursevi, Mendkzb-z Uftdde, pp. 10-12. 48 Walter Benjamin, cited in Heller-Roazen, The Inner Touch, p. 77. 49 Mustafo Ali's Decsription of Cairo of 1599, ed. by Tietze, p. 37. 
